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"...interest, sympathy and even compassion
are not enough — unless they are a prelude
to service and action."

Leo Perlis, Director
AFL-CIO Department of
Community Services
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Published bi-monthly by the National
Council on Alcoholism, Inc., 2 Park
Avenue, New York, New York 10016.
Tel: (212) 889-3160.

William S. Dunkin
Editor

The National Council on Alcohol-
ism, Inc., is the only voluntary health
agency in the alcoholism field. It is
similar in purpose to such agencies as
the American Heart Association and
the American Cancer Society. It en-
gages in programs of community
action, public and professional educa-
tion, early detection, research and a
host of other activities to inform and
stimulate the community to recognize
and deal effectively with alcoholism
as a public health problem.

~ 1973 by the National Council on
Alcoholism, Inc. When quoting
directly from this Newsletter, please
attribute your source as the National
Council on Alcoholism.



WILLIAM R. CUNNICK, JR., M.D.
Medical Director,

Employee Health Conservation Division

Health Conservation
Is Keynote At
Metropolitan Life

As a company engaged in insuring the
health of people everywhere, Metropolitan
Life has long recognized its responsibility
for improving conditions affecting the health
of its policyholders.

Metropolitan thus evolved the concept of
"health conservation." And what better place
to practice this concept than among its own
employees?

Consonant with this thinking, Metropolitan
became one of the pioneer companies in
attempting to rehabilitate, rather than term-
inate, its alcoholic employees.

A program designed to accomplish this
end was started in the late 1940s, covering
employees in the New York office and nearby
areas.

This program today operates under the
direction of Dr. William R. Cunnick, Jr.,

JOHN B. CROMIE, M.D.
Associate Medical Director,

Employee Health Conservation Division

Medical Director of the Employee Health
Conservation Division and his Associate, Dr.
John B. Cromie. In addition to the facilities
of the Employee Health Conservation Divi-
sion, the program uses the highly skilled
counseling facilities of the Employee Advisory
Services, headed by Mr. Edgar P. Marchesini,
C.L.U.

In his foreword to a Management Guide
entitled, "Employees With Drinking Prob-
lems," Dr. Cunnick says:

"Many people lead uncomplicated lives.
They seldom need outside help to manage
their affairs. Others are less fortunate and
need help and guidance to keep themselves
and their families on an even keel.

"Traditionally, Metropolitan has always
recognized this need and has provided
counseling and assistance to employees on
health, personal, and family problems.

"The purpose of this booklet is to out-
line one such program and to provide
Management with a practical guide for the
problem drinker or the alcoholic employee.



"Our objective throughout this program
is to conserve the employee's health and
services and to encourage maximum use
of the program for the benefit of the in-
dividnal and the Company.

"Alcoholism ranks with heart disease,
cancer, and mental illness as one of the
nation's four most serious health problems.
As such, no Metropolitan employee should
be denied help with this serious and pro-
gressive health problem."

Company Policy

The booklet also states the company's
policy on alcoholism before detailing the pro-
cedures which will be used in the program.

The policy statement reads as follows:

"Alcoholism or excessive drinking is a
serious health problem leading to progres-
sive mental and physical deterioration.

"There ure so many handicaps to overcome,
and the cases are so variable, that we don't
want shard-and-fast rule on 'slips.' "

Wi![iam R. Cunnick, Jr., M.D.,
Medical Director,
Employee Health Conservation Division,
Metropolitan Life

"When an employee's drinking adversely
affects his work performance, it becomes
a matter of Company concern.

"Problem drinking or alcoholism can be
successfully treated, and no employee
should be denied help in the treatment of
this disorder.

"No disciplinary action should be taken
against an employee who cooperates in his
rehabilitation, makes prggress, and main-
tains asatisfactory record.

"We are qot concerned with the morality
of drinking or with prohibition."

This entire booklet is being re-edited and
rewritten with the principal aim of de-empha-
sizing the role of the supervisor in identifying
alcoholics per se.
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Under the new procedures, the supervisor
will be asked to make referrals strictly on
the basis of job performance and to avoid any
judgments as to the nature of the problem
causing the deteriorating and/or substandard
job performance observed.

Any actual diagnosis will be made by the
Medical Department which will also indicate
the recommended course of therapy.

The revised booklet will be, as it has been
in the past, used in the training program
which is given to all new team heads and all
members of middle management.

One segment of this course will discuss
managements policies on alcoholism and
drug abuse and the procedures to be followed
in cases involving job performance de-
ficiencies.

At this point, every effort will be made to
discourage the supervisor from trying to
assume a diagnostic or judgmental role.

The chart reproduced on the following
page shows the procedural flow of the pro-
gram at Metropolitan Life. As will be noted,
this outline provides a good deal of flexibility
in dealing with individual cases.

As Dr. Cunnick says: "'There are so many
handicaps to overcome, and the cases are
so variable, that we don't want shard-and-
fast rule on ̀slips.' "

In actual practice, Metropolitan makes
every effort to rehabilitate the employee rather
than terminate him.

Anonymity Protected

From the inception of its employee alco-
holism program, Metropolitan has gone to
great lengths to assure complete confidential-
ity of all information pertaining to any in-
dividual involved in the program.

This careful protection of the individual's
anonymity has undoubtedly paid dividends
in the form of self-referrals which might
otherwise be unobtainable.

As part of this approach, Metropolitan uses
no forms and keeps no formal records. The
only written materials are private memos and

a~



CHART SHOWING COMPANY PROCEDURES ON
ALCOHOLISM OR PROBLEM DRINKING

Work performance, attendance, and/or behavior unsatisfactory — indications of possible
drinking prablem. I
Supervisor or Manager interviews employee, introduces alcoholism as possible cause of
problem. Gives employee opportunity to seek help. No official action taken.

No improvement after three months. Refer H.O. employee to Division Manager for second
interview. Confidential report of interview to Division Officer, Personnel Officer, and Medical
Director. District Manager refers to Regional Manager. Regional Manager sends confidential
report of case, action to date, and recommendation to Medical Director and appropriate
Field Officer. _

Condition not improved after three months.

Refer H.O. employee to Medical Director for medical Short-service employee, value to
evaluation and plan of rehabilitation. (Medical Director Company marginal —may termi-
and Manager of Employee Advisory Services plan pro- Hate.
gram — Medical Director and appropriate Field Officer
plan program for Field personnel). ,

Employee is cooperative. Rehabilitation program recom- Evaluation indicates drinking

mended. Progress is favorable. Disciplinary action problem; employee denies prob-

deferred. lem; uncooperative. Appropriate

action considered —final warn-

ing, retirement, termination, etc.

Program of Rehabilitation

Medical Director arranges for medical care. A.A. or other agency used to help employee.

Family doctor, spiritual advisor, family enlisted for help. Arrange periodic counseling with

Employee Advisory Services for H.O. emploXees, and District Manager for Field personnel.

Rehabilitation progressing satisfactorily. Minimum of re- Rehabilitation is unsuccessful.

lapses. Attendance, work performance, behavior im- Record continues unsatisfactory.

proved. I I
Follow-up by Manager/Supervisor, and Medical. Disciplinary action—subject to

clearance by Medical Director
and approval of Personnel Officer,
or appropriate Field Officer.



occasional correspondence with treatment
facilities concerning individual cases.

As an example, no record whatsoever is
made of the initial interview and none of
what goes on at any interview ever gets into
the individual's personnel record.

As a result of these policies, exact statistics
are not available covering the program at
Metropolitan. However, Dr. Cunnick esti-
mates that over the 25 or more years the
program has been in existence, better than
60% of the alcoholics involved have achieved
long-term, stable recoveries.*

Group health coverage for the disease of
alcoholism is available to those who are
hospitalized for this disease.

For example, an employee is covered 100%
for up to 60 days in a bona fide hospital.
Since the usual period necesary for detoxifica-
tion is one week to ten days, this would seem
to be more than adequate in most cases.

While group health policies do not cover an
employee's stay in one of the specialized
alcoholism treatment facilities which are not
accredited as hospitals, there is a special fund
to cover these contingencies. This fund is
administered by Dr. Cunnick, who reports
directly to the Board of Directors who an-
nually allot money to the fund.

An example of how this fund is used can
be seen in the following correspondence,
which has been edited to preserve the
anonymity of the individual involved.

The Human Side

Two letters tell the story

The first reads, in part:

"Dear Dr. Cunnick:

"1 am in receipt of your check for
$750.00 to covet the charges for X- .. .

"I'd like to share some feelings both
from my standpoint and from some
others at (name of rehabilitation unit).

*Metropolitan defines this as at least two years of
total abstinence from alcohol.
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I am sure you will get some other letters
to this effect. First, we are very appre-
ciative of the effort that you have made
on behalf of X-. I hate to say this but it
appears that this sort of thing is more
the exception than the rule. Also, as a
result of this X-'s finances will probably
be a little more intact than they would
have beery if he would have had to come
up with the payment himself. Second,
X- has had a lesson which I doubt he will
ever forget. He's had people going to bat
for him here and he's had a man whom
he doesn't even know come up with pay-
ment for his treatment. To have seen his
face would have been enough for you.
The alcoholic tends to be just a little para-
noid. To discover that there are people
willing to help is indeed an experience
for someone like X- .. .

The National Council on Alcoholism, Inc., is
supported entirely by voluntary, tax-deductible
contributions. Your gift will help us to carry on
our fight against America's Number 1 health
problem.

Contributions may be sent to:

The National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10016

"From what I've been able to gather
X- has made considerable progress. We
can't win them all, but just maybe this
one will stick. Anyway it looks good ..."

The other letter, signed by the rehabilita-
tion facility's Director of Therapy, reads, in
part:

"Dear Dr. Cunnick:

"Your employe, X-, was discharged
from this facility on (date). At the time
of his departure, we felt that his iden-
tification as an alcoholic was Good, and
that his motivation to remain sober was
also Good. Our prognosis for this patient
is Good.

"Patient came to treatment naive re-
garding alcot►olism, confused, with a
feeling of guilt, depressed, and a sense of



hopelessness was about him. He was
fairly active in the community and was
able to share himself and feelings with
the group. As the result of group pres-
sure he was able to recognize the im-
mature relationship he has with his wife.
His identification as an alcoholic grew
and his motivation to remain sober is
high. Self-image improved considerably
while in treatment. His major obstacle
to sobriety will be a need to make up for
all the other things he has done wrong
in his past life. At time of discharge it
was felt that his prognosis is good.

"Thank you for your interest in X-'s
progress while he was here in treatment.
Feel free to call us if you should need
additional assistance with X- or with any
other employee of your company with
a drinking problem."

EDGAR P. MARCHESINI, C.L.U.,
Manager, Employee Advisory Services

Couyzseli~zg Unit

The Employee Advisory Services, headed
by Mr. Marchesini, plays a vital role in
working with alcoholic employees.

Of course their over-all role is much larger
than this, covering as it does individuals with
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many other problems as well as those af-
$icted with the disease of alcoholism. In
addition, this service gives pre-retirement
counseling to over 1,000 persons a year.

Under this setup, an individual is seen five
years and one year before his retirement. The
principal thrust of the counseling is financial,
but other types of counseling are furnished
on request.

The Employee Advisory Services conducts
more than 3,500 interviews annually —its
number of "clients" is considerably less since
many come for more than one interview.

Here again, Management stresses, and the
department maintains, complete confidential-
ity.

In a booklet entitled, "Is There Something
Troubling You?" which is issued to all em-
ployees, the availability of the Employee Ad-
visory Services is made known and the em-
ployee is told how he can contact it if he
wants help with any personal problem.

Confidentiality

On the subject of confidentiality, the book-
let has this to say:

"It's Absolutely Confidential"

"No matter where you go with your
problem —and no matter what the prob-
lem —the advisory services will treat it as
confidential. Absolutely confidential. Man-
agement is not informed of your visit to
either of these Units without your consent.
But if management's cooperation is neces-
sary to reach a satisfactory solution to your
problem, the situation will be discussed
with you and your consent received before
any action is taken.

"Management, recognizing that it is
often easier for you to discuss a problem
with someone with whom you are not
closely associated, will not resent your con-
tacting someone outside your Division.

"Metropolitan is sincerely interested in
creating the best possible working climate
so that work can be accomplished effi-
ciently. Only if you are free from trouble-



some problems can you work happily and
at peak performance. These procedures
are designed to help you resolve possible
difficulties and to benefit everyone con-
cerned."

Mr. Marchesini speaks of his department
as "an emotional first-aid station."

In the employee alcoholism program, it is
used to monitor the individual's progress
and to help the alcoholic to handle some of
the other problems (marital, familial, fi-
nancial, legal, etc.) that his drinking may
have created.

From time to time stories in this Newsletter
which describe employee alcoholism programs
do not contain any mention of the Union's role
in the program being described. This means
either that the company in question has no
union on the premises, or that information re-
garding the union role in the program was not
included rn matertal which was submitted for
publication
The position of N.C.A. is and has been that

Union participation —from the policymaking
stage on through the entire program — rs vital
to the success of any employee alcoholism pro-
gram which includes union personnel. The co-
operative roles of labor a~►d management are
spelled out in considerable detail in our pamph-
let entitled, "A Cooperative Labor-Management
Approach to Employee Alcoholism Programs,"
which delineates the most e$ective method
developed to date for dealing wiih the problem
of employee alcoholism.

Mr. Marchesini has a staff of six counselors
all of whom are highly skilled —some in
special areas, and some equipped to handle
all types of cases. In addition the department
has a clerical staff of six.

Counselors are selected from among staff
or line supervisors who have had at least 10
years with the company and who have shown
a high degree of success in dealing with the
problems of their subordinates. They must
also have insurance credentials, as much of
their counseling may involve retirement plan-
ning.

The department can draw on other de-
partments at Metropolitan for help and will
also use community resources when that
seems advisable.
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i~orking with Alcoholics

In working with an alcoholic after he has
returned to the job, Mr. Marchesini says,
"We do all we can to see that he attends AA,
at least once a week. We keep in touch with
his supervisor. We try to help the alcoholic
resolve any secondary problems he may have,
using professional help from outside the
company if we have to. In the beginning,
we like to see him at least once a week. Later
on these become monthly sessions. After two
years, we consider him "arrested" or if you
prefer, "recovered."

Most of the referrals to Metropolitan's em-
ployee alcoholism program come from super-
visors and are made on the basis of poor at-
tendance, job performance, etc.

A few are picked up in routine medical
examinations which will occasionally disclose
indications of a growing problem.

Along this line, Dr. Cunnick and his col-
leagues at Metropolitan have come up with a
diagnostic tool which he believes can be ex-
tremely useful in helping a reluctant individ-
ual to realize that he has a problem with
alcohol.

As with so many other discoveries in the
field of alcoholism, this diagnostic tool ap-
peared as a purely serendipitous spinoff of
some research which was aimed principally
at the problem of heart disease.

Metropolitan purchased an SMA 12/30
Autoan~alyzer* in March 1967 and used it to
obtain biochemical profiles on 1,000 employ-
ees on whom it already had extensive health
records.

The purpose of this research was threefold:
To determine whether new information pro-
vided by this equipment would facilitate early
diagnosis, treatment and prevention of illness
among employees; to evaluate the possible role
of. biochemical profiles in life insurance un-
derwriting and to gain experience in the
emerging field of bioengineering technology.

*ln lay terms, this machine tests one sample of
blood for 12 different factors and gives quantita-
tive results on each.



Study of the biochemical profiles resulting
from this research turned up unmistakable in-
dications of previously undiagnosed alcoholic
liver disease by means of abnormal readings
on LDH (lactic dehydrogenase) and SGOT
(serum glutamic oxalacetic transaminase) two
enzymes whose presence in the bloodstream in
abnormal amounts indicates the destruction
of liver tissue.

While not an infallible indicator, it is
almost certain that an individual who registers
abnormally high in these two areas is ingesting
large quantities of ethyl alcohol in some form.

Varyi~rg Pro file

An example of one case can be seen in
the two charts on Pages 8 and 9 (Figs. 1 and
2).

They depict the biochemical profile of an
individual who, while apparently not an alco-
holic, was nevertheless drinking considerable
quantities of whiskey daily at the time the
profile shown in Fig 1 was taken. The heavy,
black line indicates the individual's profile.
The shaded areas are the normal ranges as
established by Metropolitan.

In Fig. 1 this individual's LDH was 90
points higher than the normal maximum and
his SGOT was more than four times the
maximum normal amount.

In Fig. 2, after a period of greatly de-
creased drinking, his LDH was within the
normal limits and his SGOT, while still high,
had been lowered considerably.

This individual ultinnately decided that
he preferred abstinence to continued drinking
once he was able to see in black and white
what was happening to his liver.

Dr. Cunnick does not suggest that the aver-
age alcoholic would be likely to react in any
such fashion. But he 'does find that by show-
ing an alcoholic individual this biochemical
profile, he can reinforce a diagnosis of alco-
holism originally based on job performance
deficiencies, and he says that he believes the
alcoholic will be more receptive to the idea
that be has the disease when he can actually
see its results in black and white.

GEORGE C. DIMAS

NCA Names New
Executive Directox

George C. Dimas has been named Ex-
ecutive Birector of the National Council on
Alcoholism, Inc. (NCA), succeeding William
W. Moore, Jr., who resigned to become Ex-
ecutive Director of the American Heart As-
sociation.

John K. MacIver, Chairman of the Board
of NCA who made the announcennent said:

"NCA is very fortunate in having George
Dimas as its new Executive Director. His
broad experience in the field of alcoholism
stems from a career that has been devoted in
its entirety to containing this problem. The
Board of NCA pledges its full support to
Mr. Dimas and asks similar support from all
organizations involved in the field of alco-
holism."

For 12 years prior to joining NCA, Mr.
Dimas was Director of the Alcohol and Drug
Section of the State of Oregon's Mental
Health Division in Salem.



VALUE OF BIOCHEMICAL PROFILING
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Mr. Dimas has been elected to four terms
as President of the North American Associa-
tion of Alcoholism Programs (NAAAP), the
predecessor organization to the .Alcohol and
Drug Problems Association of North America
(ADPA) . He also served as its Vice President
and Secretary-Treasurer. He has served as an
alcoholism consultant to state and local pro-
grams, both public and private, in more than
20 states, and on the teaching faculties of ten
colleges and universities.

Mr. Dimas is currently on the faculty of
the Rutgers Summer School of Alcohol
Studies and the University of Utah School of
Alcohol Studies.

The State of Oregon has just published
three of his many works on the subject of
alcoholism: "Guidelines and Standards for
Establishing Alcoholism and Drug Councils,"
"Guidelines for Group Living Centers," and
"Standards for Emergency Care Services with
Emphasis on Detoxification Units."

Announces Goals

In taking his new post, Mr. Dimas an-
nounced that NCA's principal goal will be to
see, "that society is more livable for those
~~vith alcoholism and drinking problems."

In seeking to achieve this, he has set four
main sub-goals:

1. The prevention of alcoholism through
extensive planning, public information, legis-
lative advice, research and program evalua-
tion.

2. 'lfie promotion of the identification of
people with alcoholism and drinking problems
before gross symptoms become apparent, by
developing early case-finding techniques, at-
tacking vulnerable groups and influencing the
routine taking of drinking histories by all
those who come in contact with people with
health problems.

3. The promotion of the development of
adequate rehabilitative sen~ices for those with
alcoholism or drinking problems by making
every care-giving agencF~ an alcoholism de-

.tion and management center.
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4. Constantly promoting new techniques
and methods to be applied toward the pre-
vention, treatment and restorative aspects of
fighting alcoholism.

Mr. Dimas identified five target groups
that NCA will attempt to reach: Young
people, specific ethnic groups, families af-
flicted with alcoholism, professionals who are
or should be dealing with alcoholism, and the
general public.

Speaking of NCA's future role in the alco-
holism fight, Mr. Dimas said:

"NCA will attempt to bring together all
forces at the national, state_ and local levels
to create a new effectiveness in dealing with
the disease of alcoholism. To accomplish this
we plan to use NCA's local alcoholism coun-
cils as pivotal points."

By bringing a unity of effort into the field,
Mr. Dimas said he hopes to create a syner-
gistic effect whereby the gains realized by all
forces working together will be far greater
than the sum of the gains they have been able
to achieve individually.

Comments on A ji pointment

The appointment of Mr. Dimas evoked
unanimously favorable comment from other
agencies in the alcoholism field.

Dr. Morris E. Chafetz, Director of the
National Institute on Aicohoi Abuse and
Alcoholism, said, "I am delighted that Mr.
Dimas has been appointed Executive Director
of the National Council on Alcoholism. I feel
certain that he'll do an outstanding job. He's
had a long history of service in the alcoholism
area and a complete dedication to the field. I
look forward to continuing the worthwhile
and fruitful relationship this Institute has
enjoyed with the NCA, and to working closely
with Mr. Dimas."

R. Brinkley Smithers, President of the
Christopher D. Smithers Foundation and
Chairman of the Friends of Rutgers, said, "I
congratulate NCA on selecting George Dimas
as its new Executive Director. With Mr.
Dimas at the helm it will be possible for the
first time, for the alcoholism field to present
a united front in its fight against this disease."

~~_ ~:t,;_,;'
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Dr. John L. Norris, Chairman of the Gen-
eral Services Board of Alcoholics Annony-
mous, in congratulating Mr. Dimas, quoted
the late Bill Wilson, co-founder of AA:

"We can be grateful for every agency or
method that tries to solve the problem of
alcoholism — whether of medicine, religion,
education or research ...more and more we
regard all who labor in the total field of
alcoholism as our companions on a march
from darkness into light. We see that we can
accomplish together what we could never
accomplish in suspicion and rivalry."

Augustus H. Hewlett, Executive Director
of the Alcohol and Drug Problems Associa-
tion of North America, said, "NCA is indeed
fortunate to have George Dimas as its Execu-
tive Director. His experience over the past 12
years, his proven organizational abilities and
his resourcefulness make him eminently qual-
ified for this important position of leadership.
He is held in high regard by all interest groups
in the field of alcohol problems. We of ADPA
look forward enthusiastically to a truly col-
laborative and close working relationship with
NCA."

Union Pacific on the
Right Track

The Union Pacific Railroad Company has
recently launched an employee alcoholism
program.

A letter was distributed to all employees,
signed by J. C. Kenefick, President of the
railroad. It read as follows:

"The Union Pacific Railroad has in-
itiated aprogram designed to assist em-
ployes in overcoming the many problems
of excessive use of beverage alcohol. Our
concern, quite naturally; is with the prob-
lems that affect employes and their families
in such a way that there is a corresponding
effect on job performance.

"We are aware that this is a sensitive
area, yet it is a problem which is not helped
by its being ignored or denied, nor by
arbitrary policies which punish the symp-

ll

tom but fail to get at the cause. We are
determined to take the lead in following a
sincere and effective program of education,
prevention, and rehabilitation.

"We recognize alcoholism as a treatable
problem. Employes suffering from this
problem are assured that they will receive
consideration and an offer of treatment.
We recognize the traditional social stigma
that is often associated with the excessive
use of alcohol, but expect that this will be
overcome. Our employes are well-trained
and competent, and the Company cannot
afford to lose either people or productivity
due to a treatable problem.

"By this announcement, I want to en-
courage the cooperation and help of all
employes, supervisors, and officers in im-
plementing this constructive policy. Our
program is just beginning, and you will
hear mare of the specific details in the
near future. I can assure you, however, that
our effort is sincere, and that we are deter-
mined to approach the problem of alco-
holism with renewed vigor providing all
possible help to those who need it."

This letter was reproduced in a six-page
leaflet which was distributed to all employees
and which answered some specific questions
about the program.

Among the items, the leaflet explained:

"What Is The Employe Assistance Pro-
gram?"

"The Union Pacific's Employe Assistance
Program is designed to meet the needs of
employes with any problem that is affecting
their physical, mental, or social welfare,
and ultimately impairing job performance.
Recent studies reveal that over 60% of
the cases involving behavioral-medical
problems result from using to excess the
addictive drug alcohol, and/or other drugs,
legal or illegal. Phis program provides as-
sistance and guidance for all employes and
family members."

"How Does It Work?"

"Supervisors, through training programs,
will learn about alcohol, characteristics of



its use, alcoholic behavior, and how to use
available services. Supervisors will continue
to be interested only in job performance
and will not attempt to hunt for troubled
people nor will they expect to be able to
diagnose personal problems. However, they
will be Brained to give advice for assistance
to those coming to their attention either
through deteriorating job performance or
voluntary inquiries."

"What About My Job?"

"If you voluntarily inquire, there is abso-
lutely no entry in your personal file. The
files in this program are number coded and
no one but Employe Assistance Program
personnel has access to them. In the case
of an investigation, the file information is
treated the same as any other medical
entry. Therefore, a direct voluntary inquiry
does not in any way jeopardize your job
or any job opportunities."

At the same time the company made the
launching of the Employe Assistance Program
the lead story in its monthly house organ,
INFO.

The program is headed by Darrell D.
S~s~nson, Counselor-Adnninistrator, Employe
:'assistance Program, in the Transportation
Division offices in Omaha, Nebraska.

fetter Launches
euT Program

The Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and
Faeific Railroad Company bas recently in-

tated a program aimed at helping its
'c employees.

~ .fl point of the program is a new Office
tai Counseling, headed by Robert C.

v~ho was formerly Director of In-
~lations for the Bantam Division of
Company in Waverly, Iowa.

"'J'° its employees of this new facility,
sent out a letter over the signa-

`,, e ~fce Chairman of the Board of
~ E. Crippen.
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The letter, addressed to "All Employees of
the Milwaukee Road and their families in the
Milwaukee (Wisconsin) area" reads:

"The Milwaukee Road, in cooperation with
its union representatives, bas established an
Office of Social Counseling where our em-
ployees and their families may go for con-
fidential and professional help in handling
troubles growing out of alcoholism, drug de-
pendency and other problems.

"Probably the principal single cause of such
problems involves the excessive use of alco-
hol. The American Medical Association rec-
ognizes alcoholism as an illness that a~icts
people in all walks of life. Those suffering
from this disease can recover, and the earlier
one seeks help, the greater his chances of
recovery.

"There are many other trouble areas where
people need understanding and help. We feel
that in these areas also the new Office of
Social Counseling can afford assistance to
Milwaukee Road employees and their
families.

"Robert C. Hickle, a qualified and exPeri-
enced social counselor, has been appointed
Director of Social Counseling. He has estab-
lished an office at 7441 W. Greenfield
Avenue, Suite 107, in Milwaukee, just across
the street from the West Allis city hall. There
are both front and rear entrances to the
building, with ample parking space at the
rear. The phone number tivhich maybe reached
day or night is (414) 475-6757. Regular
office hours are from eight to five, but ap-
pointments may be arranged for evenings
and weekends.

"The counseling services are available with-
out charge to all employees of the Milwaukee
Road and their families. Those who volun-
tarily use our counseling services can rest
assured that the information they give to our
Social Counseling people will not become a
part of employment records nor, without their
consent, disclosed to company officers. Our
Social Counseling services recognize the pro-
fessional standards for confidential treatment.
This will be respected at all levels of the
Company.

Cont on Pg. 29
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~'HE LABOR SCENE
By C. E. "Chuck" Johnson

.Llr. Johnson is NCA's
fissociate Director for
Labor Services, National
AFL-CIO-CSA. Thu
position was created by
the AFL-CIO-CSA and
NCA for the purpose of
developing educational
programs and policy
agreements and working
wrth both labor and
management in regard
to employee problems

involving alcoholism; also to maintain close liaison
between NCA and organized labor at the national,
regional, state, and local levels.

During the past month we have sent out
questionnaires to 190 full-time AFL-CIO
Community Services staff and all 132 NCA
Affiliates and Associates to establish informa-
tion as to their involvement with central
Labor bodies and agencies dealing in the field
of alcoholism.

The purpose of this study is to develop a
better working relationship. The response has
been gratifying. We are gathering facts and
answers, all of which will be reported at a
later date.

Also the Labor-Management Services De-
partment of the National Council on Alco-
holism has had several meetings with the
AFL-CIO Department of Community Serv-
ices to discuss mar~v new ~hasea of joint
activity including a 16 mm film on Alcoholism
in Industry and a slide series to be developed
outlining the New Union-Management Alco-
holism Agreement. Joint AFL-CIO NCA
posters are planned on the pitfalls and prob-
lems of the alcoholic worker. Pubiic relations
in general were a anajor part of the discussion.

Guidelines for an advanced union coun-
selors course have been developed by myself
and William Davies, Training Director for the
AFL-CIO Department of Community Serv-
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ices. The course, designed for shop stewards,
union representatives and union counselors
will consist of suc sessions, each dealing with
a different phase of alcoholism.

Contents of this course will include:

A. Facts on Alcoholism

B. Planning Checklist

C. Recruitment

D. Six-week Advance Union
Counselor Outline

E. Alcoholism Discussion ~inide

F. What Are the Signs of Alcoholism?

G. A Chart of Alcohol Addiction and
Recovery

H. Case History

I. Interview

J. Referral

K. Community Services Counselor
Referral Form

L. Proposed Program Agreement

M. ~ Suggested Joint Policy Statement

N. Proposed Visual Aid

'Q. ~'G~111iC 1°1 V111 ~)LLJ111G1J ~IISLLIAllGC

P. Reprint fronn Environmental
Control &Safety Management
"The Problem of Alcoholism"

Q. NCA Associate Directory

R. NCA Affiliate Directory

S. Course Content Material

T. Miscellaneous Brochures on
Alcoholism



This course is part of the over-all fight
against the disease crf Alcoholism initiated by
the AFL-CIO's Community Services Activ-
ities Department, which stems from the fact
that at least 41/2 million American workers
are afflicted with this disease.

The AFL-CIO Community Services De-
partment is not a social work agency. Yet it
engages in what sxial workers call "case
work," group work, community organization
and social action. In one way or another,
here and there, at one time or another, AFL-
CIO Community Services does all these
things.

Let me give you some general views about
alcoholism by quoting from a leaflet put out
some time ago, by AFL-CIO-CSA, entitled,
"What Every Worker Should Know About
Alcoholism."

First —The Alcoholic needs help

Second — Alcoholism is another form
of illness. It can be treated
successfully.

Third —The alcoholic is not neces-
sarily aweakling nor need
he be morally or mentally
less a man than others. He
should not be an object of
ridicule or contempt. He
should not be shunned,
scorned or hidden. His
problem zequires under-
standing.

Fourth —The local AFL-CIO Com-
munity Services Program,
while taking no position for
or against the use of alco-
hol, bas the responsibility
to work with other organ-
izations and individuals in
providing Professional serv-
ices and community facili-
ties to diagnose and treat
the alcoholic.
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Fifth — Because alcoholism may be
an expression of several dif-
ferent kinds of underlying
disorders, physical and/or
emotional, the treatment
must be varied and will be
variable in its results.

This pamphlet may be obtained by writing
the

National Council on Alcoholism
2 Park Avenue -Suite 1720
New York, New York 10016

ar writing the

AFL-CIO Department of
Community Services

815 16th Street - N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006

Proposed Program
On Alcoholism

The following is the proposed AFL-CIO
Draft Union-Management Alcoholism Joint
Program, developed by the Department
of Community Services.

Purpose

The illness now recognized as alcoholism
has no known barriers within our industrial
work force structure. The executive vice presi-
dent of the corporation is as susceptible as
the laborer who digs the ditches for plant
drainage. Yet both need help and both can
be helped. It is the purpose behind the de-
•velopment of this program to see that this
help is provided.

Basic Facts

Alcoholism costs American business at
least $10 billion per year. This is understand-
able when we realize that approximately 4.5
million employes in industry are alcoholics.



A well-designed joint union-management
alcoholism program can steer as many as
three-fourths (3/4) of the alcoholic workers
to recovery. This will help the company, help
the employee, and improve the community.

Problems

Today it is estimated that only about 350-
400 companies have active alcoholism pro-
grams. When we delve further into the matter
we find that a number of these are not joint
union-management programs. They are uni-
laterally instituted by management and fall
short of the standards and joint cooperative
effort needed to make a program a success.

(1) Management must be induced to real-
ize that (a) alcoholism is a heavy
cost burden to the company; (b) the
company has the same responsibility
to help its employees with alcoholism
problems that it bas to assist employ-
ees with other illnesses which affect
their work performance; and (c) this
problem can be coped with best
through a joint union-management
alcoholism program.

Accordingly:

(1) Select target areas within which to
initiate programs. In selecting the
areas, consideration should be given
to

(a) union leadership attitude

(b) management attitude

(c) facilities available in com-
munity

(2) Materials (for education and pro-
gram promotion)

(a) AFL-CIO-CSA suggested
guidelines for union-man-
agement agreement

(b) AFL-CIO-CSA leaflet on
alcoholism

(c) NCA booklet on "A Co-
operative Labor-Manage-
ment Approach to Em-
ployee Alcoholism Pro-
grams"

(2) Unions (particularly at the local

level) must be encouraged to accept (d) An up-to-date article con-

and understand the importance of a taining correct statistics on

joint alcoholism program —how alcoholism on the job and

essential it is to rehabilitate the alco- in industry, emphasizing

holic worker and save his job. The ~ such items as number of

role of the job. steward and the union employees affected, costs,

counselor needs to be emphasized in health hazards and safety.

order to help relieve skepticism and
opposition. (e) Posters — (to depict)

1. Pitfalls and problems of
The Approach the alcoholic worker,

i.e., the job hazard, ill-
Citing facts, emphasizing need, declaring nesses which usually de-

purpose, and identifying problems to be faced velop, poor job per-
do not and will not initiate a program. This formance; and
can only be done by defining an area of action
and setting up the steps which must be taken 2. Rehabilitation —what
in order to bring about the desired result. it offers, how it helps.
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(f) List of public and privat~
agencies and resourc
available for use in ary~
union - management pro-
gram —

1. federal level

2. within the specific state

3. within the specific com-
munity

(g) Visual Aids — (these need
to be developed)

1. film — on case history
of an alcoholic worker

2. slides —Based upon
our model AFL-CIO-
CSA union-management
alcohol agreement

(3) Hold conferences (sample agenda
attached) .

Arrange conferences in each target area
to serve as a catalyst for bringing union lead-
ership and management together. Direct sub-
ject matter and tone of the conference toward
this specific objective.

Follow-Up

1. List unions and companies which in-
dicated, at the conference, any interest
in development of a joint program.

2. Have CSA Labor Staff inform each of
these unions that they are available to
work with them on alcoholism and,
when requested through proper chan-
nels, may serve as consultant to unions
in the process of reaching joint under-
standing with management on alco-
holism.

3. Hold CSA Union Counselor courses on
alcoholism

a. Focus attention on the union-man-
agement aspect of this problem

b. Encourage job stewards to take this
training.
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General Implementation

1. Continue to select additional target
areas for program.

2. Inform each National and Interna-
tional Union of the program and pro-
vide them with a copy of the AFL-CIO-
CSA model union-management alco-
holism joint agreement. Make it clear
that the AFL-CIO Community Serv-
ices Department, if requested, is willing
to assist in a consultative capacity.

3. At the request of any international
union with acompany-wide or multi-
unit collective bargaining agreement
which is not confined to a specific area,
arrangements will be made to set
targets, schedules, conferences, etc., to
cover the whole unit involved.

Evaluation

The only real way to measure progress is to
make a complete review of all program
activity six months after a target area is
selected. Give most weight to the amount of
progress on development of joint union-man-
agement alcoholism programs. If little has
been accomplished, schedule a meeting with
union and management leaders to determine
what can be done. Twelve months after this
program has officially begun, a thorough
evaluation on all aspects will be made by the
AFL-CIO-CSA. The evaluation will be made
to:

1. Measure success of program to date.

2. Correct errors and omissions.

3. Decide if basic program changes should
made.

4. Determine other action to take.
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SAMPLE CONFERE~~I~CE AGENDA
(Speakers for each Conference should be selected and°~ afTirmation received well in advance of
Conference date)

7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. Registration

9:00 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. Opening remarks (by some local leader)

9:15 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. Speaker on subject: "Alcoholism and the problems it creates on
the job."

Allow questions and answers.

10:15 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Coffee Break

10:30 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. Speaker from Management — Subject — "Managements interest
in the Alcoholic Worker and the value to Management of a Joint
Union-Management Alcoholism Agreement."

Allow questions and answers.

11:15 a.m. to 12:00 noon Speaker representing AFL-CIO — Subject — "The Unions' rea-
sons for promoting Union-Management Alcoholism Agreements
and what guidelines such agreements should be based on."

Allow questions and answers.

12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. Luncheon with guest speaker — Subject — "The Hughes Bill and
how it applies to the Alcoholic." If a good short film can be
obtained, it could be shown during lunch following the speaker.

1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. First Workshop Session —Break up group into workable sections
(this will have to be determined by attendance and available
space). Divide workshop participants so that both Union and
Management representatives are spread in reasonable proportion
within each workshop.)

Each section shall be guided by a discussion leader and a re-
source person. In addition, each workshop section shall select a
reporter to report back to summary session on the single item his
group considered most important in discussing the subject matter
of the workshop.

Subject for workshop — "What can Unions and Management do
on the job, in the community, and working with other groups to
help the alcoholic?"

2:30 p.m. to 2.45 p.m. Coffee Break

2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. Second Workshop Session — (Same arrangement) Subject —
"Why joint Union-Management programs on alcoholism are
needed and how they may be developed."

3:45 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Summary session —The reporter from each workshop will make
a brief report. The Chairman will then give a short sumrr►ary
emphasizing the main points covered by the Conference. Follow-
ing this, the floor will be thrown open to comment, questions and
answers.

One of the responsibilities of the Chairman will be to steer the
discussion into the area of eliciting comments and/or indications
from both Management and Union representatives that they are
willing to and will be initiating steps to develop joint programs.
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I. ~ Suggested Joint Policy Statement

The (union) and (company) jointly rec-
ognize alcoholism and drug abuse as illnesses
which are treatable. It is also recognized that
it is for the best interests of the employee, the
(union) and the (company) that these ill-
nesses be treated and controlled under the
existing collective bargaining contractual
relationship.

Our concern is lunited to alcoholism and
drug problems which cause poor attendance
and unsatisfactory performance on the job.
Our sole objective is to help not harm. This
program is designed for rehabilitation and not
elimination of the employee.

Any employee who participates in this pro-
gram will be entitled to all of the rights and
benefits provided to other employees who are
sick, in addition to specific services and as-
sistance which this program may provide.

It shall be the responsibility of all employ-
ees in a supervisory position to follow the
joint union-management alcoholism and drug
problem policy and procedures. It shall also
be their responsibility to assure any employee
with an alcohol or drug problem that a re-
quest for diagnosis or treatment will not
jeopardize his jab rights or job security and
that confidential handling of the diagnosis
and treatment of these problems is an abso-
lute fact —not just an assertion.

To coordinate a program and to implement
this policy the (union) and the (company)
agree to establish a joint committee on alco-
holism and drug abuse at (location of facil-
ity). If the program is company-wide there
should be a company-wide joint committee
with local committees at each plant or other
company facility. The company-wide commit-
tee would not be involved in any o£ the
activities of the program requiring direct in-
volvement in cases. However, the company-
wide committee should

(1) Be composed of equal representation
from management and the union. Pre-
ferably six or eight total committee
membership.

(2) Review the effectiveness of the pro-
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(3) Assist local committees with their
problems when requested.

gram periodically. See that reasonable
uniformity is maintained.

(4) Check and report on suitability of
medical and hospital facilities in each
community and for each company
facility.

(5) Approve uniform training program for
company supervisors and union
stewards and union counselors.

(6) Continue to seek means to improve
over-all program, utilizing education,
new developments and techniques,
and assistance from agencies.

(7) Engage in other activities (which the
union and company approve) that
will be beneficial to this program.

II. Local Joint Plant Committee on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse

The committee should be composed of four
or six members. The union and the company
shall have equal representation. One member
shall serve as Committee Chairman. This
office shall be rotated on a scheduled basis
between the union and the company. Suf-
ficient time shall be allowed the committee
to develop a local plant program. (If there
is a company-wide program the local program
must be submitted to the company-wide com-
mittee for final clearance. )

This committee shall consider cases that

are referred and review cases that are in

process (subject to limitations pointed out in

the section on procedures for case handling. )

In addition this committee shall be respon-
sible for developing and promoting educa-
tional information on the program, working
with other agencies within the community
who can assist in making programs more ef-
fective, developing procedures for referral to
and use of community services for treatment,
and making recommendations for program
improvement.

Cont. on Page 22
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should be a company-wide joint committee
with local committees at each plant or other
company facility. The company-wide commit-
tee would not be involved in any of the
activities of the program requiring direct in-
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wide committee should
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(3) Assist local committees with their
problems when requested.

(4) Check and report on suitability of
medical and hospital facilities in each
community and for each company
facility.

(5) Approve uniform training program for
company supervisors and union
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over-all program, utilizing education,
new developments and techniques,
and assistance from agencies.

(7) Engage in other activities (which the
union and company approve) that
will be beneficial to this program.

II. Local joint Plant Committee on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse

The committee should be composed of four
or suc members. The union and the company
shall have equal representation. One member
shall serve as Committee Chairman. This
office shall be rotated on a scheduled basis
between the union and the company. Suf-
ficient time shall be allowed the committee
to develop a local plant program. (If there
is a company-wide program the local program
must be submitted to the company-wide com-
mittee for final clearance. )

This committee shall consider cases that
are referred and review cases that are in
process (subject to limitations pointed out in
the section on procedures for case handling. )

In addition this committee shall be respon-
sible fox developing and promoting educa-
tional information on the program, working
with other agencies within the community
who can assist in making programs more ef-
fective, developing procedures for referral to
and use of community services for treatment,
and making recommendations for program
improvement.

Cont. on Page 22
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LABOR LOOKS AT ALCOHOLISM

LEO PERLIS, National Director of the AFL-CIO Department of

Community Services, has held that post since 1955 when the

AFL-CIO merged. Prior to that he was Director of the National

CIO Community Services Committee from the time of its inception

'' in 1945. He was a founder and Secretary of CARE; Vice President

<'' of the U.S. Committee for UNICEF; a member of the National

Citizens' Commission for Public Schools and a member of the

Board of Governors of United Way of America.

Why should organized labor be interested in alcoholism?

This question is often asked by those who have a limited knowledge of the labor'
movement and a narrow concept of trade union philosophy.

We are interested in the alcoholic, first of all, because we are all human —and'
nothing human is alien to any of us.

We are interested in the alcoholic citizen, second of all, because the health and
welfare of the community is indivisible —and what affects a part of the community
affects, in the long run, the whole community.

We are interested in the alcoholic worker, in the third place, because he is one of
us, a member of our fellowship — sharing with us his hopes and dreams, fears and ex-
periences —the experience of the workplace, the union, the contract, the management,
the hazards and the tensions.

But interest, sympathy and even compassion are not enough — unless they are a
prelude to service and action. A union to be effective must become an instrument of
service first to its members and then to-the community.

In the case of the alcoholic in union plants, such an effective instrument of sere-,
ice to him and to his family can be forged only by the joint efforts of labor and man-
agement. Only united action, based on shared concerns and common objectives, will
reach the alcoholic on ali three levels — as a human being, as a fellow citizen and as a
union employee — in that order of importance.

To attempt to reach the alcoholic as a tool of production and productivity or as a
time clock of absenteeism and turnover is not only inhuman but counterproductive as
well.

mint Committees Essential
Union-management committees on alcoholism in every plant are essential, there-

fore, if the alcoholic, his fellow workers and the company are to be served. Such com-
mittees may be established by enlightened management and union leadership outside
the collective bargaining arrangements — or they can be established, if they so desire, by '''.
the union contract or supplementary memoranda of understanding. In any event, there ''~
is no reason why controversy should touch such an undertaking. On the contrary, there
is every good reason why it should not since the alcoholic must be made to feel that he
is not a pawn but a patient.

Of course, differences will arise between labor and management, differences on the
handling of grievances, on job security, on insurance coverage, on treatment, on retrain- ̀'



ing and seniority and on dismissal. But such differcn~es can be resolved by the union-
management committee if there is an enlightened cgmpany policy for treatment and re-
covery, and if there is an enlightened union policy against coverup and for dismissal as
a last resort. When everything else has been tried and has failed, dismissal as therapy
may be in order. But shock treatment requires adequate community treatment facilities
and provisions for income maintenance for the alcoholic and his family and for positive
policies on reinstatement and rehabilitation.

This is a tall order, I know, but it isn't too tall for men and women tall enough to
want to bury pettiness rather than the patient.

Extensive Help Needed

We say patient because the "experts" tell us that alcoholism is a disease. As lay-
men we have no alternative but to accept the current opinions of the authorities no
matter how tentative they may be. But even as laymen we know that, whether it is psy-
chologically or physiologically based, alcoholism is the kind of progressively compulsive
drinking which results often not only in the D.T.'s, but also in the D.D.D.'s — disease,
degradation and death.

We are told further by the "experts" that the only solution to alcoholism is no
alcohol. That does not mean that you or I can't drink. Since we don't have a drinking
problem, we are not problem drinkers. But if we drink, we better watch it; and if we
catch it, we better stop it. It all sounds so simple until you try it. Most alcoholics need
the help of detoxification centers, AA, hospitalization, counseling, hand holding, all the
strengthening of inner resources and outer facilities if the withdrawal is going to work.

Enlightened unions and companies are aware of all these things and they are aware
also that, when everything is said and done, there are no experts — experts who know
the causes and cures of alcoholism as well as the consequences. To be sure, none of us
knows the causes and the cures, but all of us know the consequences.

In industry, the alcoholic is not only a pain to himself and his family but also to
his fellow employees, his supervisors, his union and his company. He becomes a
hazard, an absentee, inefficient and non-productive. The company, obviously, has a re-
sponsibility to all its employees, all its customers and all its stockholders, and not only
to the alcoholic. The question is how to discharge that responsibility? No-drinking rules
on company property and company time make sense. Rules against reporting to work
drunk make sense. But all these rules, at least in an organized plant, make sense only
if they are developed in consultation with the union and implemented with the approval
of the union, and in context of a comprehensive program of medical care coverage for
alcoholism, referral procedures by especially trained union counselors and shop stewards,
the dissemination of accurate information, the recovery of alcoholics and, where neces-
sary, their retraining in line with the collective bargaining agreement for other, perhaps
less critical, jobs.

This approach to the problem appears to work because it is just. Neither the soft
approach nor the bard approach has worked. Only the just approach can work because it
comes to grips with realities and is, therefore, just to everyone concerned.

Summary

I can't think of a better summary of all this than to repeat the following points
which I listed in a 1965 speech in Baltimore. We can help the alcoholic, I said more than
seven years ago, by close adherence to the five R's:

Cont. on Page 23
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III. Procedures for Case Handling

(1) The earlier a drinking or drug abuse
problem can be identified, the more
favorable are the chances fora satis-
factory solution.

(2) The local plant committee will always
be available to consider an alcohol or
drug abuse case. The employee in-
volved may directly make his own
referral. Referrals may also be made
by the supervisor or by the union
representative.

(3) When a supervisor, through daily job
contact observes that an employee
is experiencing digiculties in main-
taining his job performance, he will
discuss the apparent difficulties with
the employee. If 'the employee is
unable to correct his jab performance
difficulties through his own efforts,
the supervisor will notify the appro-
priate union representative and then
arrange to offer the employee con-
fidential assistance and services that
are available as outlined in the follow-
ing procedures.

(4) The focus of corrective interviews is
restricted to the issue of job perform-
ance and opinions or judgments on
alcoholism or other drug use are pro-
hibited. It must be re-emphasized that
all referrals must be made on objective
and factual bases rather than on any
unsupported assumptions or judg-
ments of the supervisor.

(5) The employee (s) shall be afforded
the right to have appropriate union
representatives) present at each such
interview. In all instances the union
representatives) shall be notified
that such an interview is scheduled.

(6) If, following this discussion it is felt
by the supervisor, the employee, or his
representative that the matter should
be brought directly before the joint
review committee, the committee co-
chairmen shall arrange a meeting as
expeditiously as possible.
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At the meeting with the committee
and the employee these steps should
be taken:

(a) Give the employee a clear,
positive statement pointing out
all the evidence which indi-
cates that a job performance
problem is involved.

(b) Explain the function of the
joint program and the benefits
available in detail.

(c) Emphasize that help for the
existing problem is covered
under the program and
handled on a confidential
basis.

(d) Remind the employee that un-
less his problem is identified
and corrected, he is subject to
existing penalties for unsatis-
factory job performance and
attendance.

(7) If the matter cannot be satisfactorily
resolved by the joint review commit-
tee, disposition of the matter will
proceed under the existing collective
bargaining contractual relations be-
twe~en the union and the company.

IV. Treatment

It is recognized that supervisors, union
representatives, and committee members axe
not professional diagnosticians in the field
of alcoholism and drug abuse. Neither are
they medical experts. However, the committee
will select and approve the qualified physi-
cians, therapists or personnel of other treat-
ment resources and facilities whose recom-
mendations for needed treatment and
rehabilitation services will be followed.

V. Miscellaneous

It shall be the policy of the company to
inform any employee subject to discharge or
discipline, of his rights to a review before this
committee to determine if the source of his
problem falls within the corrective and treat-
ment procedures offered by the program.



ALCOHOLISM
IN ARBITR.~TION

Information on the cases in this section of the

Newsletter has been supplied by the Washington,

D.C., of}ice of the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.

CASE 1

Federal Services, Inc., of Huntsville, Ala-
bama, discharged one of its guards for viola-
tion of Company Rule No. 1 — intoxication
while on duty. The International Guards
Union of America, Local 33, protested the
discharge, took the case to arbitration and
won reinstatement for the employee with back
pay for all time lost.

Under government contract, this company
provides civilian guards for the Marshall
Space Flight Center at Huntsville, Alabama.
The individuals filling these "guard" posi-
tions must be cleared for security purposes
and must be "capable, sober and efficient
employees."

On August 13, X-, the Grievant, reported
for guard duty on his regularly assigned shift
at about 1:00 P.M. He went to the locker
room, changed from civilian clothes to his
guard uniform and was issued his pistol,
ammunition and guard papers by a company
official.

He then went downstairs to the regular
"guard mount' where the guards were in-
spected by their supervisor (Lieutenant) as
to appearance, etc. After guard mount, X-
was taken to the oi~'ice of the Chief of Guards
(M-) by his supervisor (C-) on instructions
from the Guard Captain (E-).

Another Lieutenant (R-) also saw X- at
-that time. X- was discharged for being in-
toxicated on duty.

IYreighs Evidence

In evaluating this case, the Arbitrator
wrote:

"The testimony of the Company witnesses
who observed the Grievant falls far short of
making out a reasonable case of intoxication.
Chief of Guards M- ̀smelted no alcohol' on
Grievant's breath, and `didn't see him stag-

EDITORIAL Cont. from Page 21

Recognize is first. We must learn to recognize the problem basically as a disease,
and we must learn to recognize the alcoholic basically as a sick person who needs help.

Respect is second. We must learn to respect the alcoholic as a human being — as
we respect the man with an ulcer or with a heart condition. We must not condemn him
as a wino and a vagrant, as a weakling and as a bad actor.

We must help him restore his health and his self-respect.

Refer is third. We, labor and management, must recognize the fact that the alco-
holic needs competent help. We must learn about existing community facilities, and we
must help establish facilities where none exist. We should refer the alcoholic to the
proper agency or service, :and follow through.

Reclaim is fourth. Labor and management must work together to help reclaim
the former alcoholic to full union membership, full employment on the job and first-
class citizenship in the community.

Re-adjust is fifth. We must help the alcoholic re-adjust himself to life, to his job,
to his family, to his fellow workers and to his fellow citizens, and yes, to some of the
same tensions and frustrations without returning to the bottle.

This advice is as good today as it was then.

Leo Perlis
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ger.' He only testified the Grievants lips were
dry, and that be burped a number of times.
(The Guard Captain) testified Grievant was
`a little unsteady on his feet and in his talk,'
and that he felt `something was obviously
wrong' with the Grievant. Lieutenant (R-)
testified along the same lines, Lieutenant C-
(X's supervisor) did not testify at the hear-
ing, and apparently madz no accusation at
the time of discharge.

"While all the Company witnesses who
observed Grievant testified that, in their
opinion and in their best judgment, Grievant
was intoxicated, their conclusions were based
on facts insufficient to justify them.

"Turning to the Grievant's conduct, and
uncontested testimony concerning this con-
duct, Grievant changed into his uniform, was
issued his pistol and ammunition, and stood
guard mount before any indication was made
toward him that he was suspected of being
intoxicated. Furthermore, upon being ac-
cused of intoxication in Chief M-'s of~'ice,
Grievant urged the Company officials to give
him a sobriety test, or a blood test, and he
offered to submit to such a test. Shortly after
leaving the Chief's office, Grievant asked his
Union representative (W-) to go with him
then and there to the Chief's office a second
time, to again request sobriety tests.

"In addition, Grievant insisted during the
accusation period, and alleged at the hear-
ing, that he had lost a considerable amount
of sleep due to the critical illness of his aged
father, and that therefore his eyes were red-
rimmed and he was extremely tired.

"Union witnesses who testified at the hear-
ing stated that, in their opinion and in their
best judgment, Grievant was not intoxicated
at the time and place in question."

Burden o f Proo f

In continuing his analysis of the case, the
Arbitrator took an uncompromising position
against intoxication on a job of this type,
and at the same time underlined an impor-
tant point which seems to arise in every one
of these cases where drinking is involved.
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He wrote as follows:

"Intoxication at work, particularly in a
position as important and critical as that of
a Guard at an important defense installation,
cannot be tolerated. But this does not lessen
the requirement that the burden of proving
a charge of this nature is on the Company,
nor does it mean that in every case of sus-
pe.;ted intoxication the Company need im-
pose the supreme penalty of discharge. Rule
1 has been quoted above, and it is reasonable
and just, but the Company also has Rule 2,
which forbids `the use of intoxicating liquor
to excess' and provides a graduated penalty
from warning to discharge between the first
an3 third offenses.

"The question of Grievant's sobriety could
readily have been documented, had the Com-
pany sent the Grievant to a local hospital or
other proper place for a sobriety test. By not
doing this in the face of Grievant's and the
Union's readiness to voluntarily submit
Grievant to such a test, the Company elected
to base its case against Grievant on the
sound judgment of its own officials. And
while they no doubt were entirely honest in
their belief that Grievant was intoxicated,
other equally honest and competent observers
held an opposite view. Whereupon, the Ar-
bitrator looked instead to the facts surround-
ing the discharge, and failed to find suf-
ficient proof to sustain it."

And, as a result, X- was reinstated with
back pay for all time lost.

Analysis

If we assume that the original charge was
neither malicious nor capricious, then we are
brought face to face with one of the un-
fortunate facts about intoxication, or, for
that matter, the disease of alcoholism.

Many of the symptoms of intoxication,.
or of the disease of alcoholism itself, can
just as easily be indicative of another con-
dition altogether. For example, every symp-
tom exhibited by X- could have been ex-
plained on the basis of lack of sleep and
worry due to his father's illness. Red-rimmed
and bleary eyes can indicate a hangover,



but they may also be a symptom of con-
junctivitis. Trembling hands may be "alco-
holic tremors," but they can also be caused
by extreme fatigue or such things as Parkin-
son's-disease.

Even highly trained medical experts have
difficulty in diagnosing alcoholism from
physical symptoms, which, incidentally,
seldom appear until the disease reaches its
very late or even terminal stages.

Had the company officials agreed to X-'s
request and arranged for him to have a blood
test, this might have proved intoxication. On
the other hand, an arbitration case cited in
Vo(ume I, Number 7 of this Newsletter was
decided in favor of an employee who was
discharged after a hlnnd test whir_h z~,.~.x~Pd
that he was over the minimum blood/alcohol
limit necessary to prove intoxication under
the state's motor vehicle code. So that even
when the medical evidence supports the
charge of. intoxication, management cannot
be certain that its actions will be upheld.

Disciplinary action keyed strictly to de-
monstrably substandard jab performance and
uniformly applied faces no such pitfalls and,
indeed, should seldom, if ever, reach the
stage of arbitration.

CASE 2

The National Carbide Company of Louis-
ville, Kentucky, fired an employee who re-
ported for work and was sent home by his
foreman because he was intoxicated and the
foreman felt he was unable to do his job
properly on the day in question. The Inter-
national Brotherhood of Firemen &Oilers,
Local 320, protested the action and won re-
instatement for the employee in an arbitra-
tion proceeding.

Very briefly, the facts underlying the case
are these: On the morning of Saturday,
December 24, X-, an employee of the Com-
paay, reported for work at about 7:45 a.m.
After talking with X-, the foreman concluded
he was drunk and sent him home. He was
discharged on the following Tuesday, De-
cember 27, with the discharge made effective
as of the morning of December 24.

The company stated its position as
follows:

"The Company realizes the seriousness of
discharge. It also as aware of Mr. X-'s age
and seniority. A proper respect for the policy
of the Company, its past practices, and need
for preserving discipline in the plant requires
that Mr. X-'s employment be terminated.
Both the guard at the gate who notified the
foreman after Mr. X punched in that he did
not think the grievant was in a position to
work and to ̀ look him over,' and the foreman
himself who actually initiated the discharge
are men of experience and fair dealing. There
was no evidence nor is there any reason
why they should attempt to discriminate
nsnirat ~4.Sz. Y>~ tl~ac, dwioiv.. aaau~l~. vuYy

after a very thorough appraisal of all the
facts. Mr. X-'s record is poor; he has been
previously warned for drinking and was
given afive-day layoff on the basis of re-
porting ill when in fact be was in a tavern.

"In brief, in view of Mr. X-'s past record
and the fact that he came to work intoxicated
in no condition to perform his work in a
proper manner, the Company was com-
pletely justified in the action taken."

Union's Position

The Union stated its position as follows:

"The question in this case is whether the
employee was drunk as charged and whether
or not he was chronically the type of man
who reported to work drunk or who came
into the plant- half drunk. The evidence in
no way supports the Company's allegations.
There was no evidence whatsoever as to how
drinking in any way affected Mr. X-'s job.
The so-called `bad record of absenteeism' is
not supported.

"On the day in question if the guard had
thought the grievant was unable to work, he
would have stopped him and not permitted
him to enter the plant. The guard's belief
that he ̀ thinks he had a few' is mere sup-
position. The foreman who refused to permit
Mr. X to report to work did not tell the
grievant that he had been drinking when he
sent him home nor were the Union officials



informed of that fact. Other men who talked
and walked with Mr. X that morning were
not aware of bis intoxicated condition. He
normally has bloodshot eyes as the result
of a previous plant injury. Further, his state-
ment that he had had nothing to drink but
that he had taken medicine for his cold is
credible in view of the fact that his physical
movements as well as his speech suggested
that he was i~ complete control of his
faculties."

Arbitrator's Vieiu

In summing up the case, the Arbitrator
made the following observations:

"There can be no quarrel with the Com-
pany's right to discipline an employee for
reporting to work under the influence of in-
toxicating beverages. In this case the Com-
pany asserts this right when it discharged
Mr. X. on December 24. The evidence
against him is the statement of the guard
at the gate who believed that Mr. X had been
drinking, and the foreman who sent him
home. The guard did not stop him at the
gate because apparently he wanted Mr. X-'s
foreman to verify his impressions. The fore-
man testified that the grievant was in no
position to work. He not only smelled whiskey
on the grievant's breath but the way he
talked and walked all suggested an inability
to do his job properly. As a result, the fore-
man told Mr. X to return home. He was not
discharged or disciplined in any way at that
time. He was not accused of being drunk.
Mr. X did return home and reported back
for work on Sunday, December 25. He was
told by the guard to report to Personnel on
the morning of December 27 and not to
work on December 25 and 26. He reported
for work on Tuesday, December 27, and
vas notified at that time that he had been
discharged effective December 24 .. .

"Mr. X had a previous five-day layoff on
August 9 (of the same year) for reporting
off sick when an investigation disclosed that
he was in a neighborhood tavern. Sometime
in the past he had received athree-day layoff
for absenteeism; however, a review of his
personnel record for the last two years does
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not reveal excessive unexcused absences_
Another foreman testified that he had talked
to Mr. X eight or ten times through the years.
about his record.

"It has been previously established that a
man bas a responsibility to report for work
and to be able to carry out his assignment.
In view of the foreman's testimony it is
entirely possible that Mr. X had been drink-
ing sometime prior to reporting. Liquor was
smelled on his breath. On the other hand,
several Union witnesses who were with Mr.
X after he left the plant testified that he was
in complete control of his faculties but did
appear to be ill.

"As the Company itself states, discharge
is a very serious matter, particularly to a
man who is 55 years of age with 12 years
seniority with this Company; economic op-
portunities for him elsewhere may be limited.
These facts do not restrict the Company in
the exercise of admitted rights but they do
require that at least the usual practices in
the plant in discharge cases be followed. The
normal practice when a man is accused of
drinking is for the foreman to send him to
the Personnel Office where other Executive
Personnel may talk to the employee. I recall
a case involving a suspension for drinking
where not only did the Personnel Officials
talk to the grievant but First Aid Personnel
and other management officials were present..

We would like to give special thanks to Mr.
Leo Perlrs, Director of the AFL-CIO Depart-
~nent of Community Services for lais editorial in
this issue of Labor-Mn~tagement Alcoholism
Newsletter, entitled, "Labor Looks at Alco-
holism:'

"It is true that on December 24 the Per-
sonnel Office was closed. However, Mr. X-'s
shift was the regular day shift; there were
other Management officials in the plant who
could have been summoned as well as Union
officials.

"The decision to discharge Mr. X given
him three days after the event which formed
the basis of the discipline, places him in a
position where it is difficult now to secure



witnesses in his behalf other than fellow
workers whom he met casually as he was
leaving the plant. Apparently Mr. X was not
told at the time he was sent home that he
was being disciplined in any way beyond the
layoff for that one day. Under the facts then,
taking full account of all interests, Mr. X
should have been told at the time he was
sent home that he was indefinitely suspended
because of intoxication or that he was dis-
charged.

"Union Officials in the plant as well as
other Management Personnel should have
been notified in order that the degree of
proof customarily obtained, be available to
support the serious charge. Of course, in
those cases where an employee is obviously
drunk, inarticulate and abusive, a full hear-
ing prior to leaving the plant is not expected.
The evidence does not reveal that the griev-
ant was in that condition.

"Under the facts which I have related and
the necessity for substantiation of the serious
charge, Mr. X-'s prior layoff, although
worthy of consideration, is not sufficient to
justify his termination of employment.

"Mr. X did not respect his obligations to
the Company by reporting in a manner fit
for work. His reinstatement shall therefore
be without back pay but with full seniority
rights."

Analysis

In the final sentence of his analysis, the
Arbitrator in effect concedes that the Griev-
ant (X-) was intoxicated as charged. His
reinstatement order, therefore, was based on
the way that management handled the case.
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Unfortunately, the foreman here did what
so many other individuals do when con-
fronted with an alcoholic problem. Instead
of being objective, he became completely
judgmental and thereby fell into one of the
many traps that await the intelligent layman
who tries to deal with this disease and its
victims.

The foreman, though not medically
trained, determined that X- was unfit to work
because of his drinking. He may have been
eminently correct! But note the effect of the
plausible Union arguments in his defense —
particularly when placed in juxtaposition to
the foreman's unsupported opinion.

A systematic and firm but fair application
of discipline based on job performance de-
ficiencies in this case might well have forced
a decision by X- to do something about his
drinking problem long before the incident
out of which the grievance arose.

In any event, companies which use such
a system manage to avoid these grievance
proceedings which have their roots in alco-
holism. And the general rule, even among
those companies which have only moderately
effective employee alcoholism programs, is
that none of these cases ever reaches the
arbitration stage.

A structure chart of the AFL-CIO Depart-
ment of Community Services appears on the
next page. This is being printed in response to
a number of requests stimulated by a descrip-
tion of the Department in the November-
December issue of the Newsletter.
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"Where so indicated, the employee will be
referred to a doctor or hospital for treatment,
for which coverage is afforded by your Group
Insurance Policy.

"Initially, the counseling service is being
made avaflable in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
area. It is our ultimate plan to expand the
service to all parts of the Milwaukee Road
system as rapidly as we are able to do so.

"We care enough to help."

THE FIGHT THAT
CAN BE WON

In January, Senator Harold E. Hughes, the
Iowa Democrat who has !ed the fight for
alcoholism legislation and is primarily respon-
sible for the passage of Public Law 91-616 (the
so-called "Hughes Bill"), spoke before the Na-
tional Press Club in Washington, D. C., on the
suhject of: "Alcoholism in America —The
Fight That Can Be Won."
Some of his remarks are entirely in keeping

with the spirit and aim of this Newsletter, and
the following excerpts are reprinted here at the
suggestion of Mr. Leo Perlis, Director of the
AFL-CIO's Community Services Department.

"The glorious truth about the disease of
alcoholism is that it is treatable, controllable.
We know this from experience. The empirical
facts are on the record.

"Perhaps we have talked too long —and I
am as guilty as anyone else —about solving
the problem.

"There are no neat, final solutions to this
or any other of the great social problems
facing our nation .. .

"Government, community and industrial
programs are an indispensable need in coping
with what Dr. Roger Egeberg once called ̀ the
nation's number one health problem.'

"We have come a long way with these pro-
grams but realistically there has never been
adequate funding or sufficient public support
— by a country mile.
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"Moreover, we have, I think, relied too
heavily on the programmatic approach as a
convenient way of getting a difficult and
nasty problem out of our own sight and
mind.

"The most urgent need is for basic changes
in public attitudes .. .

"We have trainloads of statistics and case
histories to back up our case. But how do
you awaken the people? I have tried the eco-
nomic route. It is estimated by the Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare that
alcohol abuse and alcoholism drain the
economy of an estimated $15 billion per year.

Federal Surveys

"GAO surveys, conducted at my request,
revealed that the installation of sound pro-
grams of treatment, rehabilitation and pre-
vention would save $135 to $280 million
among civilian employees of the federal
government and $120 million in the armed
services.

"The relatively few Americas industries
that have pioneered with alcoholism programs
have registered a success rate of more than
60°Jo in the recovery of aftiicted personnel.

"A couple of months ago, in a speech in
San Diego, I challenged the American busi-
ness and industrial community to invest $40
million in employee alcoholism programs in
order to recover a salvageable $4 billion that
is now going down the drain needlessly every
year.

"We are making progress —encouraging
programs in some of the departments of
government and an increasing number of
private industries. But the potential bas been
barely tapped.

"Obviously, more important than any eco-
nomic consideration is the human quotient
— the wasted lives, the ruined carters, the
untold misery to families of alcoholics, the
appalling damage to society in crimes and
highway fatalities in which alcoholism was
a contributing factor.



"In our concept of an alcoholic, we too
often confine our vision to the staggering
inebriate, the patient whose symptoms are
acute and publicly visible. This concept loses
sight of the invisible victims, the persons
whose alcoholism is not recognized but whose
talents and potential for a rewarding life are
thwarted by one of the most insidious afliic-
tions known to the human race.

"For these thwarted people, for all other
victims of alcoholism, and for the rest of
society that suffers inestimable damage and
loss, there is hope.

"We have the knowledge of what must be
done; we simply need the public determina-
tion to do it."

The Emperor Has No
Clothes

By
Anonymous

Every so often an Editor receives a piece of
writing which touches his flint-like heart or
tickles his funny-bone. It doesn't quite fit any-
where in the regular format of his periodical,
but he enjoys reading it so m:~ch himself that
he wants to share it with others.

This heartfelt plea was received from the
chief counselor in an industrial alcoholism pro-
gram who must, for obvious reasons, remain
anonymous. We believe his remarks will strike
responsive chords among a good many of his
colleagues in this area. It may also evoke a few
chuckles, and there are days when we all need
these.

I would like to reflect briefly on what iYs
as an A.A. member to work in an in-

ai~#ri~i alcoholism program. I want to be
_ 'Tot all smiles and ~ rah-rah-rah com-

~_ I have two major problems in my posi-
- ~aast there is me —second there is my

~~~~r.

-K "~ 2II011~h the drunks I come in
cost ~ not a major problem. By
erai€~~.~ 8~c ~~irtue of my natural insight
into asi-~:; ~,~ are the most pleasant
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part of my job. Even when faced with persis-
tent denials, I never blame an alcoholic for
this. I expect it.

First, let me talk about my problems with
the company, specifically management. This is
a major area of trouble and one which
annoys me. You see, my management some-
times helps the alcoholic deny he bas the
problem.

There are many reasons why people won't
or can't stop drinking. The denial syndrome
surrounding the alcoholic is famous. It is
acknowledged to be the Number 1 problem of
people in the helping prafession. If a therapist
can help the self-deluding alcoholic break
through the wall of denial, that patient is well
on his way to a solution.

Alcoholism is America's Number 1 drug
problem. The self-denial is immense. People
would rather be told anything but that they
are alcoholic. For them — if they admit alco-
holism —the solution is simply too excruciat-
ing and too final. No matter what type of
alcoholic they may think they are, the answer
is painfully the same. Stop drinking! (Oh no
—the shame of it all! )

No Di f~ereszce

I have found it to be no different in the
company for which I work. This is a middle
class and rich American organization, but
fond of thinking it is different. We have had
an alcoholism program for one year. (Some
powers here are fond of calling it an alcohol
control program —the obvious intimation
being that mere control will do for us) .

In one year I have come to realize that the
denial syndrome surrounding a corporation
can be thicker than the one surrounding the
alcoholic. Management can and does act as
"co-alcoholic" with the employee, especially
long-time or executive employees. They will
hre new people, but go into horrors about
calling a family member that nasty old word
— ALCOHOLIC! Tbey say the "family
member" or executive may be sick indeed and
may drink all the time, but certainly he is no
alcoholic. They may be "problem drinkers",
but they are "non-alcoholics." "NON-ALCO-



HOLIC ALCOHOLICS" — a product of
corporate denial.

I broke down the list of our failures and,
in most cases, it became readily apparent
that the alcoholic had help in failing. Here are
the excuses they gave for their failures:

13% of the people seemed unable to
achieve any degree of honesty. T'he com-
pany refused to act even when it became
obvious that the employes would not attend
therapy sessions of any type. Rationalizing
may be part of the business world, but it
is deadly for the alcoholic.

20% seemed to have reservations about
the diagnosis. They tried controlled drink-
ing. In a paternalistic organization, it is
thought to be amusing when the errant
child-employee continues to be naughty.
Much winking and chuckling goes on while
the alcoholic continues his march to de-
struction.

20% seemed unable to face the stigma.
Some people persist in thinking alcohol
to be ~a harmless beverage — a manly
elixir. When the company itself indicates,
by not issuing a written policy on alcohol-
ism that that word "alcoholic" is an awful
stigma, what can you expect from the
employee? He will react violently to the
shame being heaped on him. His intelli-
gence has been doubted. He would say
something like this if he could — "How
can you suggest I am an alcoholic and say
there is no shame attached to it, when I
can see you do think there is shame
attached to it?"

17% seemed to be totally drug-oriented.
'They semed terrified to let go of all the
things to which they were addicted. I don't
blame them. We have instilled in them this
need to consume chemicals as a panacea
with every medium at our disposal. I feel
helpless to help them.

30°Jo seem to believe they are unique.
They claim to be too intelligent or too
educated to stop drinking. They are sur-
rounded by enablers who help foster this
idea —the idea of exceptionality. They
carry their faint veneer of superiority with
them wherever they go and management
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fosters this by kowtowing to their titles
and eccentricities. Afew sadder ones will
bring their superiority right to skid row
with them. Nobody is more grandiose than
a derelict, but most of them will drink until
they are completely unhideable and then
retire to die from alcoholism. They think
if they are not labeled alcoholics, they can-
not be alcoholics. They are wrong. Ask
the coroner.

Perils o f Protection

To ask protected people to stop drinking
is very much like asking someone to change
his religion or political party. They act out-
raged or insulted unless they know their jobs
are really on the line. The reaction will then
be more like the one doctors receive when
they tell someone he has tuberculosis. Ger-
tainly not joy —but not an insistence on
being too intelligent for all that nonsense
either.

The alcoholic executive is pathetically
shielded. The person with audacity enough
to point a therapeutic finger at him puts
himself in danger. This is somewhat like the
little boy who peeked at the naked emperor
in non-existent finery and said, "But the
emperor has no clothes!" All the adults
shushed up the little boy.

In a large company management will say,
"He has to drink on his job — besides he is
a genius." Mob psychology protects the alco-
holic executive.

A company with more than its share of
alcoholic executives will never have ~an ef-
fective alcoholism program. They will shrug it
off and say they don't have any real alcoholics
on their payrolls. NON-ALCOHOLIC
ALCOHOLICS again!! Is that the end of the
problem for them? Not really. One does not
get rid of a problem by saying it does not
exist. If you refuse to brush your teeth be-
cause you say they are not really dirty, you
must pay a horrible price later, whether you
acknowledge the price or not. The dubious
luxury of the denial syndrome in alcoholism
is eventual death, corporate or individual.

Now in my company the problem is pater-
nalism. Other companies have other prob-



lems, although they deny it. The National
Council on Alcoholism knows this. They can
tell any interested company haw to avoid its
particular pitfall. The companies with truly
effective programs are few and far between,
although all who have programs of any sort
claim "success."

Second Problem

Now to my second problem and perhaps
the more important to me. As a recovered
alcoholic working in the field, I have to watch
my own principles.

I know all too well what the alcoholic is
like. It puts tremendous personal pressure on
me when my management refuses to call an
alcoholic an alcoholic. It is unnerving to a
confirmed A.A. member. I am not equipped
to nor do I want to, handle this new group
my management has created. I believe if it
walks like aduck —looks like aduck —and
quacks like aduck — VOILA! It must be a
duck! Not anon-duck —not an ugly swan
— it's a duck! 1 will not call it an ostrich to
salve its feelings!

I have to force myself to realize my man-
agement is satisfied with improvement —
some sobriety here and there. I am privileged
to be doing the work I do. We have many
genuine successes and they are not to be
forgotten. Remember, I am dwelling on the
failures. My management is progressive even
with its shortcomings, although not perfect.

This denial of theirs was once mine. It
nearly killed me, so I should understand it.

So, between the subtle denial syndrome of
my corporation and the problems of my own
continuing recovery, this life is an interesting
adventure. I will continue to grow and I am
sure my management will do likewise. I will
continue to fight for what I know to be the
right thing for the alcoholic, but there are
times when I very much feel like that little
boy screaming, "But the emperor has no
clothes!"

I feel like jumping up and down joyously
and joining him in screaming, "He's right!
— He's right! —the emperor has no clothes
on, and anybody who says he does is cock-
eyed!"
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READERS'
QUESTION BOX

(This section of the Newsletter will discuss
problems sent in by our readers and will be

devoted to an ongoing attempt to share our

experiences in these problem areas with one

another In this issue we continue to deal with

the topic of questions raised by management
whenever the subject of an employee alcoholism

program is broached.)

"Such a program would hurt our public
image. It would imply that we had an
abnormal number of alcoholics on our pay-
roll, and people would lose confidence in
us and/or our products or services."

The fear expressed in this statement is very
real. Centuries of social and moral stigma
applied to the disease of alcoholism underlie
this fear.

T'he management of an airline, for instance,
might say, "We hesitate to start an employee
alcoholism program, because if it becomes
known that we have such a program, people
will say, ̀I don't want to fly with that airline
— that's the one with all the drunken pilots!"

A bank might say: "We can't risk creating
a situation which might cause people to say,
`I don't want those drunks handling my
money!' "

But what has been the actual experience
of management in this situation?

In the fall of 1970, the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation ran afull-page color advertise-
ment in a number of national magazines.*

A large illustration showed a shadowy, out-
of-focus individual reaching from the back-
ground for a partially filled bottle of whiskey
which was in sharp focus in the foreground.
A smaller illustration showed two men in

'Reprints (in color) of this advertisement are avail-
able at 10¢ each from the Publications Depart-
ment of the National Council on Alcoholism,
Inc., 2 Park Avenue, New Yark, New York 10016.



hard hats, one of whom was presumably
saying to the other the words which were
used as the headline on the ad:

"Harry's Zoaded again .. /say let's
fire him."

The copy in the ad went on to describe the
job problems created by Harry's drinking, and
to point out that Bethlehem now had a better
solution to the problem than simply firing this
employee who was suffering from an illness.

The executives who approved running that
ad are to be commended for their courage. In
point of fact, they received a great deal more
than mere commendation.

Not only did the ad itself collect two sep-
arate honors in the Saturday Review's highly
respected Annual Advertising Awards com-
petition (one for "Advertising in the Public
Relations Category," and one for "Distin-
guished Service in the Public Interest,") but
additionally the company received more than
1,500 written responses to the ad —all of
them favorable — by far the greatest response
stimulated by any ad they had ever run. Some
1,400 of the responses sought further infor-
mation about the Bethlehem Steel employee
alcoholism program.

As Repeated

As a result of this unprecedented reaction,
the company, for the first time in its history,
repeated an advertisement, giving it the broad-
est possible exposure in the media.

Nervous Nellies among the Nation's airlines
can take heart from the experience of Amer-
ican Airlines, whose employee alcoholism pro-
gram was described in an article which ap-
peared in the September-October, 1972 issue
of The Harvard Business Review.

The article, entitled, "Company/Union
Programs for Alcoholics,"~ was co-authored
by Marion Sadler, the Vice Chairman of
American, and James F. Horst, International
Executive Vice President of the Transport
Workers Union of America.

*Copies of this article are available from NCA at
35¢ each.
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The response so far has been entirely favor-
able, and, if airline ticket sales are any indica-
tor, it would appear that the general public
recognizes the fact that all airlines have this
problem and therefore the wiser choice might
be to fly with the airline which is doing some-
thing about it!

All returns to date indicate that the knowl-
edge that a company has an employee alcohol-
ism program tends to enhance rather than to
denigrate that company's public image.

We firmly believe that the day is near at
hand when any organization which does not
have an employee alcoholism program will be
considered as backward and inefficient as one
which does not have a safety program.

The material in the Special Labor
Section of this issue was supplied by
the Community Services Department
of the AFL-CIO. We would like to thank
the Department's Director, Mr. Leo
Perlis, and his Staff Representative,
Mr. Ray Andrus, for their assistance
in preparing and assembling this
section.

ALMACA
The Association of Labor-Management

Administrators and Consultants on Alco-
holism (ALMACA) is the professional
society of those who work full-time in an
administrative or consulting capacity in the
occupational alcoholism field. Associate
memberships are available to those who
work part-time in this area and other
interested individuals.

Membership application forms and in-
formation may be obtained by writing to:
Miss Gloria Molenaur, Secretary, AL-
MACA, X225 West Market Street, Akron,
Ohio 44313.



NCA ANNUAL MEETING
The National Council on .Alcoholism, Inc., At the same time, the Association of

will hold its Annual Meeting from Saturday, Labor-Management Administrators and Con-

March 31 through Friday, April 6, at the sultants on Alcoholism (ALMACA) will be

Shoreham Hotel in Washington, D. C. holding its Second Annual Convention, which

The theme of the Annual Meeting will be: 
is scheduled for Sunday, April 1 and Monday

"A Report to the Nation," and the focus 
April 2 at the Shoreham.

will be on what has been accomplished The full schedule for the NCA sessions
during the last year under the provisions of appears below. Details of the ALMACA
Public Law 91-616, the so-called "Hughes program can be found elsewhere in this issue
Bill." of the Newsletter.

NCA PROGRAM "A REPORT TO THE NATION"

Saturday, March 3'1

1:30 p.m. - 5:OQ p.m. Work session for Executive Directors of NCA Councils

Sunday, April 1

9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

9:00 -12:00 noon

12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Monday, April 2

8:15 a.m. -12:00 noon

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m. -10:30 a.m.

10:30 a.m. -11:00 a.m.

11:00 a.m. -12:00 noon

11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m. - 4:15 p.m.

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

NCA Registration; ALMACA Registration

Work session for Executive Directors of NCA Councils.

(ALMACA LUNCH — Members Only)

Work session for Executive Directors of NCA Councils

ALMACA Meetings

(ALMACA DINNER — Members Only)

NCA Annual Meeting Reception

ALMACA Sessions

NCA Formal opening of Annual Meeting

Key Address

Coffee Break

Concurring Papers —Paper A; Paper B

Exhibits open

ALMACA Lunch —Open to all

ALMACA Sessions (4:15 ALMACA Adjourns)

NCA Special Interest Workshops

1) Volunteers—Recruiting &Training
2) Techniques of Grant Writing
3) Referral &Counseling Techniques
4) Alcoholism &Ethnic Minorities
5) Public Information

AMSA Dinner

Exchange of ideas re successful activities by councils

Films
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Tuesday, April 3

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Medical Scientific Meeting

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Plenary Paper

9:30 a.m. -10:00 a.m. Small group discussions of paper

10:00 a.m. -10:30 a.m. Questions to speaker

10:30 a.m. -11:00 a.m. Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon Concurring Papers —Paper A; Paper B

12:00 noon - 1:30 p.m. Luncheon

1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Special Interest Workshops

1) Labor and Management 4) Fund Raising
2) Alcohol &Traffic Safety 5) Alcoholics Anonymous and how it relates to other agencies

3) Education—Youth &Schools 6) Alcoholism Programs: the Federal Thrust

7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Exchange of ideas re successful activities by councils

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Films

Wednesday, April 4

9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Medical Scientific Meeting

9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Plenary Paper

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. Small group discussions of paper

10:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m. Questions to speaker

10:30 a.m. -11:00 a.m. Coffee Break

11:00 a.m. -12:00 noon Concurring Papers —Paper A; Paper B

12:00 noon Health Insurance Thrust Luncheon —open to all

1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Congressional Visitation

6:00 p.m. Congressional Reception

Thursday, April 5

9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon

1) Report

12:00 noon

1:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

Friday, April 6

9:00 a.m. -12:00 noon

12:00 noon

Delegate Assembly

to the Nation 2) Reference Committee Meetings

Presidents' Luncheon —open to all

Delegate Assembly Reference Committee Meetings

Exchange of ideas re activity by councils

Films

Delegate Assembly Plenary Session

7) Presidents Report
2) Treasurer's Report
3) Reports of Reference Committees

NCA Board Luncheon — NCA Board only
Adjournment
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NEWS OF ALMACA

The Association of Labor-Management
Administrators and Consultants on Alco-
holism (ALMACA) will hold its Second
Annual Convention Sunday, April 1 and
Monday, April 2, at the Shoreham Hotel in
Washington, D. C., immediately prior to the
annual meeting of the National Council on

Alcoholism, Inc., which will be held at the
same location.

The theme of this year's convention will
be: "A Report to the Nation on Occupational
Alcoholism Programs."

Here is the complete program schedule,
with the list of speakers and panelists:

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Sunday, April 1 Chairman of the Day Mr. Frank Huddleston, President — ALMACA

12:00 noon - 1:3U p.m. Luncheon — Palladian Room

"Employee Alcoholism Programs —Hand Holding or Good Manage-
ment"

A review of an industrial alcoholism program and its impact upon the
employee, supervision, and productivity.

Mr. Grant Chandler, Director of Corporate Industrial Relations, Hughes
Aircraft.

1:45 p.m. - 3:45 p.m. "A Report to the Nation" — Ambassador Room.

This two-hour session follows the "Face the Nation" type of format.
During the first hour, a series of prepared questions will be put to the
panelists by the moderator. During the second hour, members of the
audience will be able to ask questions of the panelists or to respond
to first hour comments by the panelists.

(Coffee will be served midway through this session.)
''

Moderator: Mr. Don Sandin, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &Smith, Inc.

Mr. William Dunn, Communications Workers of America

Mr. Michael H. Levy, Standard Security Life Insurance Company of ~~,
New York

Mr. Donald Godwin, National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alco-
holism

Mr. Ross Von Wiegand, National Council on Alcoholism

Mr. A. J. Sullivan, Executive Committee— ALMACA z

4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. WORKSHOPS

Special interest workshops will be available for military, federal Civil
Service, official state occupational programs and private business and
industry. Each workshop will consider:

(a) The current state of program development,
(b) What appears to be working well,
(c) What are the problems or problem areas,
(d) What is needed to help solve the problems.
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In addition to the above, workshop leaders and resource participants
will be free to explore other areas of concern.

(Workshop Rooms will be assigned at the start of this conference.)

GROUP A — Military Programs

Leader: Captain James Baxter, U.S. Navy

Colonel Charles Fimian, U.S. Marine Corps

Colonel William D. Barry, U.S. Air Force

Lt. Colonel Harold E. Allen, U.S. Army

Lt. Commander Burt Frasher, U.S. Navy

GROUP B — Federal Civil Service Programs

Leader: Mr. Don Phillips, U.S. Civil Service Commission

Mr. Arthur Gannon, General Administration Office

Ms. Nancy P. Allen, U.S. Civil Service Commission

GROUP C —State Programs

Leader: Mr. Brayom D. Anderson, Jr., National Occupational Alco-

holism Training Institute

Mr. Thomas J. Delaney, Jr., New York Division of Alcoholism

Mr. James T. Wrich, Minnesota Commission on Alcohol Problems

Mr. James D. Douglas, Jr., Texas Commission on Alcoholism

Mr. Earl T. Agee, Virginia State Health Department

Ms. Yvonne G. Dehm, Utah Division of Alcoholism and Drugs

GROUP D — Business and Industry

Leader: Mr. Jack Guest, Hughes Aircraft

Mr. Weldon Butterworth, Alcoholism Council of Greater Los Angeles

Mr. Jess MacBeth, Western Electric Company

Mr. Ross Von Wiegand, National Council on Alcoholism

Mr. Richard M. Mahar, Maryland Division of Alcoholism Control

6:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m. Membership Dinner Meeting — Empire Room

"Goals and Membership Services 1973-1974"

Monday, April 2

7:00 a.m. - 8:00 a.m.

8:15 a.m. -10:00 a.m.

10:00 a.m. -10:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m. -1 y :45 a.m.

Chairman of the Day: Mr. Frank Huddleston, President— ALMACA

Buffet Breakfast — Palladian Room

Workshop groups continued

Coffee

"The Employee Service Center" — Ambassador Room
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"This panel will be discussing the concept, functioning, staffing
pattern, costs, etc. of the diagnostic and treatment centers currently
being developed in the United States to service the "troubled em-
ployee."

Moderator: John Wolfe, Ph.D., National Institute nn Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism

Mr. Bernard Maki, Occupational Health Center, Kalamazoo, Michigan

Mr. John Ferrill, Western Institute of Human Resources, San Francisco,
California

Mr. Willard O. Foster, Jr., National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism

Mr. Otto Jones, Kennecott Copper Corporation, Salt Lake City, Utah

Mr. Freid Whitman, Consultant to the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism

12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. Luncheon — Palladian Room

1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. "Motivating Management to Action" — Ambassador Room
Whether it is military, Civil Service, or private business and industry,
what techniques and tools can be used to motivate management to
action? Brief statements are made by the three panelists dealing with
the philosophy of the "sales approach," what appears to work well
and other approaches found less desirable.

After brief opening statements, this session will be thrown open to
the floor for audience questions and participation.

Moderator: Mr. Frank Huddleston, Brevard County Mental Health
Center, Inc.

Mr. Ross Von Wiegand, National Council on Alcoholism

Mr. Don Sandin, Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner &Smith, Inc.

2:30 p.m. - 3:30 p. m. Workshop Group Summaries — Ambassador Room

Each workshop leader will be given 15 minutes in which to present a
summary report on the discussion and recommendations of their
group.

Group A — Captain James Baxter

Group B —Don Phillips

Group C — Brayom E. Anderson, Jr.

Group D —Jack Guest

3:30 p.m. - 4:15 p.m. "One Last Question"

Chairman: Mr. Frank Huddleston

All participants and speakers will be available on the rostrum to
answer any remaining questions.

4:15 p.m. Adjournment
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WE'RE NO. 1 — SO WE TRY HARDER

In early 1971, Dr. Roger 0. Egeberg, then Assistant Secretary
for Health and Scientific Affairs in the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare, called alcoholism "the No. 1 health problem in the
nation," ahead of heart disease and cancer.

He did this principally because of the number of victims of this
disease, estimated at more than 9,000,000 in the United States
alone.

Statistically, alcoholism is ranked third in the number of
fatalities it causes. But if it were possible to include the number
of deaths in which alcoholism is the principal contributing factor—
deaths from "heart disease," "pneumonia," "cirrhosis," "accidental
causes," "homicides," "suicides," and so on -- it would far out-
distanceany other fatal disease.

Yet the amounts of money given to combat this disease are far
smaller than those contributed to other "more respectable," but less
widespread diseases.

So those of us who work in this field must continually strive
to do more with less. Paradoxically, because we're No. 1— we have
to try harder!



TO OUR READERS:

This publication is the only one in the country which focuses exclusively and authori-
tatively on the broad problem of dealing effectively with alcoholism of the employee.

It is issued bi-monthly and will continue to describe current employee alcoholism pro-
grams; will report alcoh~ ism arbitration cases and statistical results, including cost benefit
analyses and recovery and prevalence rates. It will also report new developments in the field,
including early identification and motivational techniques, effective treatment methods, innova-
tive insurance coverages, alcoholism legislation and discussion of other problems including
legal hazards, public image, disability and early retirement and similar areas of concern.

If you have not yet subscribed to this essential tool in the employee alcoholism field, please
use the blank below and send it to:

Labor-Managment Alcoholism Newsletter
National Council on Alcoholism, Inc.
2 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016

We would like to subscribe to the Labor-Management Alcoholism Newsletter. Please

enter us for base subscriptions) at $18.00 each, and — additional, multiple

rate subscriptions at $6.00 each*. We have enclosed a check ❑ (Please bill us) for $

Sold to: Ship to:

Mail additional subscriptions to:

Attach sheet for additional addresses if necessary.

* Multiple, reduced rate subscriptions are limited to a total of 20 for each base subscription,
and are available only to bona fide members of base subscriber's organization.




